
Using GALE DATABASES - 2020 

 Google “Olmsted library” and choose the first link in Google Search 

 Click on the Databases link on the main library page 

 Look at the right side of the page & Click on the Opposing Viewpoints/Science in 

Context or Middle School button 

 Type in the password “buffalo” and you will be logged in 

 You can search by topic using the search box 

 

 Another way to search is to look at BROWSE ISSUES 

 

 

How to find more information: 

 

Scroll to find the links for different types of information- 

CLICK on Featured Viewpoints & Viewpoints to read OPINIONS on your topic. 

CLICK on Reference for background information articles 

CLICK on Magazines or News for most current articles 

 

**I recommend checking the Reference articles first for background information.** 

Scroll to Related Subjects on the bottom- 

Here you can click on related subjects. This may help you search for more information or use 

different search terms.  

READING AN ARTICLE 

 Click on an article you want to read 

 Look at the small buttons at the top of an article 



 From here you can email the article- 

 

 download and save a PDF file of it- 

 

 Save to Google Docs- 

 

 You can also LISTEN to the article while you read, change the font size, or translate it 

into many other languages 

 

 Save the citation to the article by scrolling to the bottom of the page and clicking on   

 Also check the RIGHT SIDE of the article under EXPLORE for related topics, possible 

table of contents to the article, and related articles.  

 

To HIGHLIGHT sections of the article, select the text you want to highlight and RIGHT CLICK 

on your mouse. A box will pop up with choices for your highlight: 

 

You can save your highlights in Google Docs 

You can write notes and save in Google Docs 

You can look for the definition of a word as well 

 

Questions? Ask the librarian or your teacher for more help.  

 


